Do you have the Safe Environment Children's Curriculum on your calendar?

All catechetical programs for children in the Diocese of Madison - both those in our Catholic schools and those in our parish religious education programs - are required to present the lessons that are found in the Circle of Grace program.

The program follows the format below:

- Establish the dates for presenting the program and 2-4 weeks beforehand, send out the Parent's Letter, the Common Questions and Opt-Out forms to parents.
- Send the curriculum link to catechists and teachers (Password: COGMadison)
- Present the curriculum (perhaps have extra staff/volunteers
available if kids bring up sensitive issues?)

- Collect dates and attendance by grade levels and report it in the Data Hub (Safe Environment Local Administrators are requested to report this information in the hub)

If you are working with a DRE or School Teachers please use the Reporting Aid here to collect your information prior to entering it in on the Data Hub.

Train the young in the way they should go; even when old, they will not swerve from it

*Proverbs 22:6*

Sent by Anna Delaney
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